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ABSTRACT

The coexistence of independently established conventions, in contiguous or interdisciplinary areas of research and application such as
electrochemistry, electroanalysis, electrotechnics and corrosion science,
frequently results in difficulties, obscurities and complications not only
for control laboratory operators but also for instrument manufacturers
and distributors. After surveying the conventions of signs for electrode
potentials, as well as those for the plon scales in analog electrometers
and the operational equations for plon measurements, a general operativity check is here carried out through appropriate cell schemes to
elucidate the practical problems involved.
INTRODUCTION

The resolutions adopted by IUP AC in its already historical 17th Conference / I - 3 / (Stockholm, 1953), with the definition of the sign rules
for electrode potentials in galvanic cells whose electromotive forces are
to be measured (in connection with the so-called electromotive series
of standard electrode potentials), have brought about enormous benefits of rationalization, clarity, and functionality in a vast technical-scientific interdisciplinary area grouped around electrochemistry, electroanalysis and corrosion science for the past 28 years.
Recently, however, for the operational equation for ρ Η measurements / 4 , 5 / IUP AC has rather surprisingly introduced a new formulation
16,11 which departs from the above general rules, thus resulting in effects not always beneficial to clarity and unequivocalness within the
overall application area.
Moreover, between manufacturers of pH and plon meters there now
exists a universally accepted, tacit convention according to which the
instrument circuitry is arranged so that the (+) or ( - ) signs marked on
the voltage scales of such instruments denote the relative polarity of the
sensing (measuring) electrode with respect to the reference electrode of
the voltaic cell.
The coexistence of such independently established overlapping or incompatible conventions, leads to several perplexities and complications
which are reviewed in the present paper with the aim of elucidating the
practical problems involved.
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ON THE ELECTROCHEMICAL CONVENTIONS OF SIGNS
FOR ELECTRODE POTENTIALS IN MEASURING CELLS

The electromotive force (e.m.f.) Ε of any voltaic cell is a measure of
the free energy change AG accompanying the overall cell reaction and
provides an index of the spontaneousness of such a reaction i.e. a spontaneousness implying that ΔG must be negative. These concepts are best
summarized and established in terms of the well-known thermodynamic
equation:
AG = -nFE

(1)

which shows that Ε is intrinsically a quantity of positive sign. A negative
value for Ε would simply mean that the two terminal poles of the cell
had been connected to the wrong sockets on the voltmeter, or that in
the physico-chemical elaboration of AG data the overall cell reaction
was considered in the direction opposite to that of the spontaneousness.
All cells considered in the present survey are not subject to delivering or passing any current during operation, and their e.m.f.'s are measured electrometrically,namely in conditions equivalent to those of open
circuit (R =
i.e. I = 0). From the purely electrical standpoint
(which is in line with the electrochemical one) the cell e.m.f. is equal to
(and originated by) the difference between the potential E+ of the
metallic terminal of the positive electrode and the potential E_ of the
metallic terminal of the negative electrode. This is expressed by the
formula:
Ε = E+-E_

= ER-El

(2)

which underlines the positive sign of Ε and additionally makes the appropriate connection with the Stockholm rule /I -3/ that the cell diagram
shall be written with the positive electrode on the right ( £ R ) and the
negative electrode on the left (E^), as in the following example:
(-) Pt|H a (1 a t m ) | H C l , a q ( a = l ) | C l 2 (1 atm) | Pt (+)
*

(-) ELECTROMETER (+)

(3)

*

Diagram (3) also reminds us that the cell terminals should be of the same
metal.
Equation(2)is also in line with the electromotive series /8-10/, where
the standard electrode potentials are ordered so that if that of the standard hydrogen electrode is assumed to be zero, the standard potential of
the fluorine electrode will be +2.87 V and that of the lithium electrode
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-3.04 V (at 25°C, in aqueous solution). Thus, under standard conditions,
equation (2) reads:
E'° = El - E°_ = E°r - E°l

(4)

Irrespective of the (+) or (-) sign carried by each standard potential in
the above electromotive series, each electrode may act as positive pole
or negative pole, depending on the lower or higher potential of the electrode paired with it in the cell.Thus, the hydrogen electrode is the negative pole in the cell (3) where it is coupled with the chlorine electrode,
with a resulting standard e.m.f.£"° = 1.358 V at 25 °C; it is, however,
the positive pole in the cell (5):
(-) Pt|Tl |T1C1 | H C l , a q ( a = l ) |H 2 (1 atm) |Pt (+)

(5)

where it is coupled with the T1/T1C1 electrode, to give a standard
e.m.f. E° = 0.556 V. Throughout this survey, for the sake of simplifying calculations, frequent use will be made of the common assumption
that the single-ion activities in binary electrolytes are equal to the mean
molal activities: a + = a_ = a + . The approximations or uncertainties
introduced implicitly by the above assumptions do not, however, affect
the validity of the conclusions reached.
Turning now from such simple cells such as (3) and (5) to pH and,
more generally, plon measurements (which typically include ion-selective electrodes in their galvanic chains), the above considerations on the
sign rules leading to equations (2) and (4) hold valid provided one remembers that the e.m.f.'s unavoidably include membrane potentials
(EM) and liquid junction potentials (Εβ. This implies expanding equation (2) in the following terms / l l / :
E = ER-EL+EM

+Ej = E+ -E_ + Em + 2Γ,

(6)

(the procedure for assigning the appropriate signs to the Em's and Ejs
was analyzed recently / l l / . In fact, the basic general scheme of a plon
cell with an ion-selective electrode is given in diagram (7):
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Fig.1. Basic scheme of an ion-selective membrane-electrode cell (cf. diagrams (7)
and (8) for electrometric determinations of unknown activity α χ (or unknown concentration e^) of the (counter-) ion i in the test solution. In
commercial equipment the " i n n e r " solution may be a mixed electrolyte
ί/'+lVl .the " o u t e r " solution and the salt bridge almost invariably one solution (concentrated KCl), and the " i n n e r " and ' outer" electrodes frequently different from each other.
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The symbol j is used here to d e n o t e the co-ion

PI

o f the membrane, i.e.

the ion which carries a charge o f the same sign as the f i x e d charge /12/
o f the membrane and cannot permeate the latter (tj = 0 ) .
A s b o t h diagrams ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) show, the ion selective electrode consists o f a conventional (inner)

electrode o f constant potential dipping

into the inner solution at fixed concentration c f j o f the appropriate
e l e c t r o l y t e ij and a membrane permselective to the counter-ion i sepa-
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rates this from the solution of i at unknown concentration cj » cx <
c'/j. A potential EM arises across the membrane which varies linearly
with the logarithm of the unknown activity ax of the counter-ion i
(aX = cxyx where yx is the activity coefficient of i at the concentration cx). Therefore, the ion selective electrode as a whole takes a potential Ejon varying linearly with loga^. The other terminal of the cell
is a second constant-potential electrode (the outer electrode, acting as
reference electrode, of potential Et>ef) whose solution at fixed concenH
J
tration Cjj is separated from the solution at cx by the salt bridge, which
performs the indispensable function of electrolytic short-circuit /13/,
i.e. that of suppressing the liquid junction potentials: EJ + E'j = 0. Besides reducing these Ef s, the salt bridge makes the essential galvanic
contact which permits a constant-potential electrode (the reference
one) to coexist in the same cell with an electrode whose potential varies
linearly with loga^ (the ion-selective one) : thus the resulting e.m.f.
must in turn vary linearly with loga^. Such a fundamental correlation
can be easily inferred starting from the overall cell reaction, which is
thö same for both cell (7) and (8). This spontaneous reaction, neglecting
the contribution of solvent transfer through the membrane and assuming Tj = 1 therein, consists of the transfer of Vj moles of counter-ion
i (of general valency z?·, taken with positive sign) from the higher concentration c" (fixed) to the lower concentration c = cx (variable and
unknown):

(9)
and its occurrence implies /7/ v.z. — v.z. moles of electrons (where v.
and v. are the numbers of counter-ions and co-ions respectively originated by the dissociation of one molecule of i f ) . Thus the Nernstian expression for the e jm.f. Ex of cell (7) or (8) is:
E

X

=

(k/zi)]o%(a'fixed/ax)i
=

= u

~

(k/zi)\og(ax)i

U-(klzi)\og(cxyx)

(10)

where k = (RT/F) 1 η 10 (withR =8.31441 1 K"1 mol" 1 ,F = 96484.56
J V"1 mol" 1 , Τ = absolute temperature in K), the U term groups some
constants at constant temperature, and it is assumed that Ej + E'j = 0
(see above).
By measuring Ex one can obtain ax from equation (10) provided
that U is known. This is fulfilled by a calibration, namely by measuring
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the e j i i . f . Es

of the same cell where the unknown solution α χ is re-

placed by a standard solution of the counter-ion i at known activity as:
(11)

Es = U~(k/zi)\og(as)i

In fact, still assuming Ej + Ej = 0, f/is dropped by combination of the
equations (10) and (11); thus using the notation ρ a = - l o g a one gets:

= ( P « S ) I + */ (Fx

(P"x)i

-

Es)

02)

A

which is the general operational equation for plon measurements and is
valid for any counter-ion i cation or anion.
Rewriting equation ( 6 ) in terms of the potential Ejon
lective electrode, and still assuming c

> c' = cx

of the ion se-

and Ej = 0, one ob-

tains:
E = Er
(with Ejon

-El

= Ε ι - Em)

+ Em =Er

- E* = ERef-EIon

(13)

in the case that the counter-ion i is a cation, as

from the cell scheme (7); and, instead:

Ε =Er
(with EJON = ER+

+Em-El=EZ-El=
EM)

EIon

(14)

- ERef

if i is an anion, as from the scheme (8). In the

equations (13) and (14) EJ and

are special symbols (for use in the

next paragraphs) to denote the potentials of the left-hand electrode in
cell ( 7 ) or o f the right-hand electrode in cell ( 8 ) when EL and ER come
to incorporate the appropriate EM's

to become the respective

EJon's.

V O L T A G E AND pH-(pIon) SCALES IN ANALOG ELECTROMETERS

Let us now analyse the connections between the functional equations
(6, 10-14) and the plon and voltage scales of an analog electrometer,
noting firstly that normal analog electrometers (i.e., those not specialised for plon measurements) are typically provided with two voltage
rightward scales, one 0
>-0

* full scale, and one zero-centred (—) V/2

*• V/2 (+), as shown by diagrams A and A ' in Figure 2.

The polarity signs marked on the zero-centred scale, ( - ) on the left and
( + ) on the right, always refer to the electrode connected with the coaxial input socket of the electrometer.

The other input socket is, as a

rule, unscreened and arranged for possible earthing.
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Fig. 2.A and A': schemes of a normal rightward voltage scale and of the corresponding zero-centred rightward voltage scale in a commercial analog electrometer; Β and b': rightward pH scale, and corresponding leftward voltage
scale, for an analog pH meter specifically designed for a cell of the type (15);
C and c': rightward pH scale, and corresponding leftward zero-centred
voltage scale, for a commercial analog pH meter (cf. cells (16) and (17)).
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However, the scale in any analog electrometer specifically designed
for pH measurements has a leftward scheme, namely, ( - ) on the right
hand and (+) on the left, as shown by the diagrams C and C' in Figure
2. To understand this, consider the cell diagram (15):
(-) Pt Ag A g a

Ha
fixed

(α=\>αχ)

Cationselective

H+

c'=cx

membrane

(α χ )

Sat.d

HO

KCl

fixed

bridge

(α=1>αχ)

Aga Ag Pt (+)

(F H *=D
Η -selective electrode

Reference electrode

(15)

which is the same as cell diagram (7) in the particular case of ί = H + : as
usual, double bars signify liquid junction potentials, and the latter are
assumed to be totally suppressed ( E j = 0) by the saturated-KCl bridge,
an assumption maintained throughout this paper. From the activity
data assigned in the cell diagram (15) it is easy to determine the graph
of the cell e.m.f. E\ s as a function of ρOj = pH (straight line A in Figure 3), as well as the two graphs of the electrode potentials involved:
namely, that of the H + -selective electrode (straight line A' with -k
slope) and that of the AgCl reference electrode (straight line A " with
zero slope). At any value of pa/ = pH the cell e.m.f. is given by the potential difference between the reference electrode and the ion-selective
electrode: Exs = ER - El ~Ε^ef
-E/on
(cf. equation (13)),and the
slope of the Ex s vs. pH straight line is of sign opposite to that of the
Ejon vs. pH straight line of the f-T-selective electrode. Characteristic
limiting values for Ex s are: Et 5 = 0.000 V at pH = 0, and Ex s = 0.828
V at pH = 14 (at 25°C). Since it is always the ion selective electrode
that is plugged into the coaxial input socket of the pH meter, the signs
marked on the scale refer t o this socket. The rightward pH scale (of
>
scheme 0
14) must necessarily be paralleled by a leftward voltage
scale (of scheme 0 *
- 0 . 8 2 8 V), as shown by Figure 2, graphs Β

and B': indeed, with increasing p H , E j o n becomes more and more negative with respect to Ef^ef (cf. Figure 3, lines A' and A"). Such a scale
would, however, be useless, and this explains the essential cell modification leading to the zero-centred
leftward voltage scale (of scheme
+0.414 V ·*

0 «

- 0 . 4 1 4 V, see Figure 2, graph C') which is

typical of modern analog pH meters. In this context let us examine diagrams (16) and (17) that are two variants of the diagram (15) and are
rather close to those of commercial pH meters:
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Pt Ag Aga Κ α 1.734 m + Η

(*α-=Ό

(buffer,

Η

Glass

pH = 6.58

Inner electrode
+0.222 V

pH.
C

Sat.d Κ α , A g a Ag Pt
4.6 m

=2.646x10 ' membrane

( β α - = 2.71

Reference electrode
+0.197 V

M

(16)

Glass electrode selective to Η

Pt Ag Aga KCl 1.734 m + H
(buffer,
Glass
Η
(a
=1)
a H + =0.425x10" , membrane

a"

pH = 7.37)

Inner electrode
+0.222 V
Glass electrode selective to Η

pH,

ώ

Μ

Sat.d Κ α ,

Hg2a2

Hg Pt

4.6 m
( β α - =2.71)

Reference electrode
+0.244 V

(17)

Note an important simplification of the scheme in cells (16) and (17)
with respect to (15). Now the saturated KCl solution not only performs
the role of salt bridge, but also that of fixed-concentration solution for
the reference electrode. Moreover, the inner solution of the glass electrode now is a mixed electrolyte consisting of a buffer close to pH 7
containing KCl at 1.734 mol/kg. For this particular concentration the
mean molal activity coefficient of KCl is 0 . 5 7 7 at 25°C, so that the
mean molal activity a K a of KCl is unity ( α ^ α = 1-734 χ 0.577 =
1.000) and accepting the usual identification « K C 1 = a C [-» the inner
electrode potential turns out to be +0.222 V both in (16) and in (17).
In turn, the mean molal activity coefficient of the saturated KCl solution (4.6 mol/kg at 25°C) of the reference electrode is 0.589; therefore
making the same type of identification it turns out that a K C 1 = a c f =
4.6x0.589 i.e. 2.71, thus the potential of the AgCl electrode is +0.197 V
and that of the Hg 2 Cl 2 (calomel) electrode is +0.244 V.
With the pH values of the buffer solutions indicated in diagrams (16)
and (17), and ignoring any asymmetry potential /14,15/ across the glass

membrane, the e.m.f. 's Ε ι β and E\ 7 of the respective cells are zero
when the test solution has (αη+)χ = 10"7 namely pH^ = 7.00. Moreover, both Εi6 and E\ 7 turn out t o be negative ( - 0 . 4 1 4 V), but the
potential Ejon of the glass electrode is +0.414 V with respect to the
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+0.100

+0/200

s;

—

-0,400

Fig. 3. Straight lines A , a ' and a " : graphs of the e.m.f. of cell ( 1 5 ) , of the H + selective membrane electrode a n d of the reference electrode

potentials

respectively, w i t h varying pfl(. = p H of the test solution: at any p H , A =
a " - a ' ; Straight lines Β, ß ' a n d β " : graphs of the e.m.f. of cell ( 2 1 ) , of the
Cf-selective membrane electrode potential and of the reference electrode
potential respectively, with varying ρa. = pCI of the test solution: at a n y
I

II

pCI, Β = Β - Β .
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reference one, when p H ^ = 0; instead, both E\ 6 and Ε17 are positive
(+0.414 V ) - but Ejon

o f the glass electrode is - 0 . 4 1 4 V with respect

to the reference — when p H ^ = 14. These new relative situations o f
Ειβ,Εη
centred

and Ejon

are illustrated in Figure 4, and the consequent zero-

leftward voltage

scale of the analog pH meter is shown in

Figure 2, graph C'.

A CHECK OF THE OPERATIONAL pH EQUATION IN CLASSICAL
AND RECENTLY MODIFIED FORMULATIONS
Although every authoritative electrochemical textbook reports the
operational equation for pH in the classical form /4,5,16-20/:

= PHS + (Εχ

- Es) /k

(18)

which is in line with the general equation ( 1 2 ) , recently IUP AC /6/
adopted the new formulation:

Ρ Η Λ- = P H S - ( E X ~

E

s)

A

(19)

which deviates from the established sign conventions and is formally in
conflict with the general equation(12). The implications of equation (19)
were discussed recently /21/. It is clearly desirable to carry out a comparative check o f operativity on both equation (18) and (19). T o this
purpose both cells ( 1 6 ) and (17) discussed above would lend themselves
experimentally, but cell ( 1 7 ) is chosen here because it most nearly
approaches common commercial practices. The pH meter used has a
zero-centred leftward voltage scale like that shown in Figure 2, C'. The
experimental data are as follows. First, cell (17) is calibrated by measuring its e.m.f. Es on the 0.05 Μ potassium hydrogen phthalate buffer
solution, which has p H 5 = 4.00 (at 25°C, valid for all present considerations): the voltage reading is +0.178 V and, for reasons explained in
the previous paragraphs, this means that in pHy = 4.00 the glass electrode (connected with the coaxial socket of the pH meter) is positive
by 0.178 V with respect to the reference electrode. Subsequently, the
standard buffer solution is replaced by the test solution ( p H ^ ) and
the corresponding e.m.f. Ε χ is measured (obviously with no change of
electrode connections):

the scale reading is now —0.118 V , i.e., the

glass electrode is now negative with respect to the reference.
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+0,600

+0,400

+0,200

0

-0,200
+0,400

+0,200

0
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-0,400

Fig. 4. C, c ' and C D : graphs of the e.m.f. of cell (17), of the glass electrode
potential, and of the Hg C I , reference electrode potential, respectively,
with varying p H of the test solution: at a n y p H , C

11

- C

t

= C D ; D, D

ι

and

C D : graphs of the e.m.f. of cell (16), of the glass electrode potential, and of
the A g C I reference electrode potential, respectively, w i t h v a r y i n g p H of the
test solution: at a n y p H , D
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- D

= CD.

Therefore, in the case of adoption of the operational pH equation in
the classical form (18) — which implies writing the cell diagram as in
(17), i.e. with the reference electrode on the right and the glass electrode on the left - in the calibration phase the cell e.m.f. Es is negative:
ES=ER
- (E*)s = ERgf(EGlaJs
= - 0 . 1 7 8 V, whereas it is positive in the measuring phase: Ex = ER - (ER)x = ERef(EGlaJx
=
= +0.118 V. Thus from equation (18) it turns out that: pH = 4.00 +
| + 0.118 - (—0.178)^/0.059159 = 9.00. As a matter of fact, in cell (17)
(whose scheme is designed so that its e jn.f. is Ε = 0 when pH = 7) at pH
> 7 the terminal of the right-hand (reference) electrode is positive and
that of the left-hand (glass) electrode is negative; whereas the opposite
is true at pH < 7.
Now, with the same experimental situation, let us apply the new
IUPAC operational equation (19), which however implies writing the
cell diagram (17) with the glass electrode on the right and the reference
electrode on the left. In the calibration phase the e jn.f. is now positive:
ES = (E*L)S - EL=(E Glass)S - ERef = +0-178 V, whereas it is negative in the measuring phase: Εχ = (ER) χ - EL =(^GLASS)X
- ERG^ =
= -0.118 V. Therefore, on the basis of equation (19): pH^ = 4.00 —
j—0.118 -(+0.178)} /0.059159 = 9.00; that is to say, the result is the
same, whether using (18) or (19). It is, however, essential that the signs
of ES and EX are established and assigned critically on the basis of the
cell diagram (17), which must be conventionally written with the H*glass electrode on the right if the equation (19) were to be adopted in
lieu of (18). If this prerequisite is not obeyed the pH^ result from
equation (19) will be misleading: pH^ = 4.00 - j + 0 . 1 1 8 — (—0.178)}·/
0.059159 = - 1 . 0 0 .
Since the keystone of the IUPAC operational equation (19) is that in
any case the cell diagram is to be written with the ion-selective (ρ Ion)
electrode on the right and the reference electrode on the left, the ultimate consequence is that, instead of having only one operational ρ Ion
equation (equation (18)) valid for any ion, two distinct operational
equations emerge: one for the cations (on the pattern of the the (19)
obviously), which reads:
(pa/)x= (p«i)s- *0x~

E

s) / * ;

(20)

and one for the anions, which coincides with equation (18), having a
(+) instead of (—) sign before z/.
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To get a complete cross-check, let us determine the activity of the
anion i = CI" (say, pCl) measuring the e j n . f . of the cell (21) - which
does not correspond to commercial types — :
(-)Pt H 2 ( l a t m )

HCl
c" fixed

KNO,
sat.d

(α=1>αχ)

CI AnionI
c =cX selective

HD
c

H 2 (1 a t m ) P t ( + )

fixed

membrane

vc\x ' C f
Reference electrode

CI -selective electrode

(21)

by means of the pH meter already mentioned for cells (16) and (17),
i.e., a pH meter that has a zero-centred leftward voltage scale as set out
in Figure 2, C'.
In cell (21) there is a saturated-KNO 3 instead of a saturated-KCl salt
bridge because the CI" activity of the test solution would get altered by
the CI" ions diffusing from the KCl bridge. From the activity data indicated in the cell diagram (21) it is easy to determine the graph of the
e.m.f. E i 1 as a function of the pa/ = pCl of the test solution, as shown
in Figure 3 by the straight line Β of slope k. In the same figure the
graph for the Cl"-selective electrode (straight line B' of slope +k) and
that for the hydrogen reference electrode (line B" of zero slope) can
also be seen). The pCl detection range of the Cl"-selective electrode is
much narrower than the pH detection range of the glass electrode: its
limits, working with cell (21), are: pCl = 0 , E 2 ι = 0 and pCl = 5 , £ 2 1 =
= 0.296 V; and the CP-selective electrode is always positive with respect
to the reference one. Therefore, if on the dial-plate of the pH meter one
had to mark the pCl scale along the lay-out of the pH scale shown in
Figure 2,C', the following correspondences would result: pCl = 5 , 4 , 3 ,
2 , 1 , 0 facing pH = 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 respectively.
A better structure of the pCl measuring cell, which corresponds to a
real commercial pattern, is the following:
Pt Hg H g 2 a 2 κ α
sat.d

KNO3
sat.d

Reference electrode
+0.244 V

Cl~ Aniona

selective

X
P % membrane
'cr=1

3.5 m K Q Aga Ag Pt
α α - =2.00
<>a

X>

Inner electrode
+0.205 V
CI -selective electrode
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(22)

where the popular calomel reference electrode has its typical KCl bridge
extended by the second, KNO3 bridge (the double junction technique),
to avoid a direct contact between the unknown Cf solution and the
saturated KCl, for reasons already pointed out for cell (21). With the
activity data indicated in the diagram (22) and again using the aforementioned analog pH meter with zero-centred leftward voltage scale
(cf. Figure 2, graph C'), the correspondences of markings between the
leftward pCl scale and the rightward pH scale are as follows: pCl = 5 , 4 ,
3 , 2 , 1 , 0.36, 0 facing pH = 2.36,3.36,4.36, 5.36,6.36, 7,7.36 respectively. It is now evident that any multipurpose analog plon meter, besides a leftward zero-centred voltage scale, may bear two ρ Ion scales
fanning counterwise: a rightward ρ Cation (mostly pH) scale and a leftward ρ Anion scale.
To complete the above analysis of the features of analog pH meters,
it is worthwhile to stress that digital pH meters are designed so that the
(+) or ( - ) sign shown by the display indicates the polarity of the
sensing (ion-selective) electrode, of course positive at pH < 7 and negative at pH > 7, when working with cells of types (16) or (17).
CONCLUSIONS

The examples and schemes analysed in the above discussion show
that in the vast domain of metrology the operational conventions —
though issued in limited number and according to alleged criteria of
functionality, unequivocalness, and expediency — are often not fully
congruent with one another and may give rise to interactions, incompatibilities and obscurities that may endanger the clarity of elaboration
and interpretation of measurements. These difficulties are particularly
evident in the field of electroanalysis, where the fundamental electrochemical convention for electrode potential signs in the diagrams of
measuring cells, the IUP AC convention for the operational equation
for pH (p Ion) measurements, and the electrotechnical convention of
signs on the dial-plates of analog electrometers are at variance. These
three conventions are now singly so consolidated by the needs and interests of manufacturers and operators in specific disciplines that at present one cannot foresee any immediate possibility of interdisciplinary
coordination. This situation,therefore, besides requiring much expertise
from electroanalysts, compels the latter to a continuous and watchful
analysis of critical interconnection, both in the field of laboratory measurements and in that of industrial control and monitoring.
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